Wizzen Trading
by Warren Bevan

Base Building

A wild wild week for major US markets and many leading stocks. After
falling hard we saw a bottom late Monday and we were lucky enough to buy
several leading fast movers late Monday and we saw them rise sharply into
Thursday where we didn’t nail the top and gave back some profits but all in all,
we had a great week.
If all goes well this week, we may see another low come in late Monday
again where we can get a couple or few days of sharp moves higher again.
This remains a cash market except for some short-term trades such as
these.
My focus this weekend for members is to find the fastest moving stocks
who’ve fallen hard recently since they will have the largest and quickest
bounces when it does come, and it will.
There is large money to be made here but you’ve got to be quick and not
overstay your welcome.
Had we held our trades past an hour or so into Thursday we’d have given
back all our gains and then some.
You really can’t argue with the market ever, and doubly so when it’s as
volatile as it is these days.
The precious metals didn’t do much on the week with the exception of
palladium. Let’s take a look at the charts and see what needs to take place to
get gold and silver moving higher.
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Gold rose 1.24% for the week and is at small resistance now at $1,320 as
I said would happen last weekend.
It’s a tad early to say this but we could be about halfway through setting
up a cup and and handle pattern here.
If we move up to the $1,360 area and then build a handle we will have an
excellent trade setup.
Until then I’m not going to touch gold.
Half of this game is waiting for the right time to enter trades.
Patience pays.
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Silver only gained 0.03% this past week and still has the bearish look to it.
This channel should break to the downside in most cases but in this
circumstance I don’t think it will.
If gold continues higher then silver should follow but I really need to see
silver break above $20.50 to make this a reality.
That said, if silver breaks lower, under $19.75, then the tide may be
changing and silver is establishing itself as the leader and gold will likely follow
it lower.
We’re at a critical juncture here and from what I see, I think we will move
higher but it doesn’t matter what I think.
Let’s just see what happens as we wait for a good setup one way or the
other.
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It really doesn't matter if things go up or down to me as long as they are
moving.
We can make money in any environment except when there is very limited
movement and volatility.
We’ve got lots of volatility these days.

Platinum gained 0.58% and remains looking good for higher prices.
We’ve got a nice uptrend channel here that should take us to $1,490
within two weeks tops.
Once we hit $1,490 we will need to rest for a week before we begin the
move back up to $1,550.
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Great action from platinum that is playing out as it should so far but no
matter what, if gold begins to tank then platinum will totally fall apart and head
lower as well regardless of how good its chart looks.

Palladium rose 1.86% as we clear this base for the third time.
They say the third times a charm and it is so often in trading so this
breakout should be the one to take us back up to all-time highs.
The $830 area should see some consolidation since that is monthly
closing highs but once we base there we are going to move to all-time highs at
$862 before breaking towards the inevitable 1k large round number magnet in
time.
Super action here.
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Just look at the large volume increase on the breakout. Nothing is ever
carved in stone, but these are the ingredients needed for a strong and
sustained breakout.
Be careful in this market still but if you can be quick and nail a few spots
you can make some good quick coin while we wait for nice bases to complete.
Our best trade this past week was about $50 in one stock in only a
couple days and I’m looking specifically at this stock for another pop shortly,
along with other fast moving stocks.
On that note, you can find out more about what I do for members at
www.wizzentrading.com
Thank you for your time and reading.
Have a great weekend and week ahead.
Warren
In my free, nearly weekly newsletter I include many links and charts which
cannot always be viewed through sites which publish my work. If you are
having difficulties viewing them please sign up in the right margin for free at
http://www.wizzentrading.com or send an email to warren@wizzentrading.com
with “subscribe” as the subject and receive the newsletter directly in your inbox,
links and all. If you would like to subscribe and see what my portfolio consists
of please see here.
If you found this information useful, or informative please pass it on to your
friends or family.
Free Service
The free weekly newsletter “Wizzen Trading” does not purport to be a financial
recommendation service, nor do we profess to be a professional advisement service. Any
action taken as a result of reading “Wizzen Trading” is solely the responsibility of the reader.
We recommend seeking professional financial advice and performing your own due diligence
before acting on any information received through “Wizzen Trading”.
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